A concept of the ventricular gradient as a quantity which varies with time during the cardiac cycle is presented. Some methods for deriving values of the "mean instantaneous ventricular gradient" and from these the "vector-cardiogram of the gradient" are outlined. Despite obvious shortcomings in these technics, some results of the application of these methods are reported. P ROBABLY one of the most important contributions among the many made by F. N. Wilson and his associates' was the introduction of the concept of the ventricular gradient. Ashman2-5 and Bayley6 were responsible for excellent developments of this concept and extended its clinical applications.
These and other observers have limited their studies to what might be termed the mean ventricular gradient, primarily because of the nature of its derivation. Differences in the time course of the processes of depolarization and repolarization influence the form of the electrocardiogram. The ventricular gradient, as measured from the electrocardiogram, indicates in a single vector the mean difference in duration of the excited state' or, as defined by Ashman,2 the net electrical effect of the differences in time course of the processes of depolarization and repolarization. The ventricular gradient is considered to be a single vector quantity which defines the mean difference in magnitude and direction of the duration of the excited state and of the electric potential therefrom for the entire electrical cycle of a heart beat. The vector defining the gradient is directed from the area in which the mean duration of the excited state is greatest to the area in which the mean duration is least. The frontal plane projection of the gradient has been studied most extensively, but relatively little attention has been given to the spatial gradient. Indirect studies of the spatial ventricular gradient4 have been made by observing the gradient in the frontal plane as calculated from the standard limb leads. Obviously, such indirect studies of the mean spatial ventricular gradient are subject to limitations. This report is concerned primarily with the spatial ventricular gradient and especially with the "spatial vectorcardiogram of the ventricular gradient" determined from leads recorded from a spatial reference frame.
THE CONCEPT
The Hypothetic Cell. When a single cell ( fig. 1 ) suspended in a volume conductor is activated by a stimulus applied as indicated, the wave of depolarization progresses from right to left (observer's left to right) and a depolarization wave, R, is recorded by a galvanometer from the point, P, outside the cell. If the system is homogeneous chemically and physically and if the process of repolarization begins where depolarization began and proceeds at the same rate as did depolarization, a repolarization wave, T, of the form shown is recorded from point, P. The areas enclosed by R and T are equal but opposite in sign. From Wilson's concept of the gradient, it is obvious that, if all parts of the cell remain in the excited state for the same length of time, the algebraic sum of the areas enclosed by R depolarization and repolarization and no electrical effect which such variations would produce. Therefore, no gradient exists in this case. A curve with greater similarity to the human electrocardiogram would result if the rate of repolarization were considerably less than that of depolarization and if repolarization occurred simultaneously at several points on the cell. This would result in a repolarization wave of lower voltage than the depolarization wave. Such a wave is shown in figure 2. In this case the duration of the excited state has not been the same in all parts of the cell, yet the areas enclosed by the depolarization and the repolarization waves are eqlual. Therefore, the mean or net electrical effect from variations in the time course of depolarization and repolarization is again zero. It is this net electrical effect which is calculated from the electrocardiogram.
This may be termed a condition with a zero gradient as contrasted with the situation described previously in which no gradient exists. Figure 3 shows a cell which has been made nonhomogeneous by cooling its right half to 15 C. A stimulus, S, applied at the site indicated in figure 3a , evokes a wave of depolarization, IR, and one of repolarization, T, as shown in figure started but on the opposite, uncooled half, where the chemical and physical reactions constituting repolarization take place more rapidly because of the warmer environment. The duration of the excited state differs in different parts of the cell, being longer at the site of stimulation onl the cooled half and shorter on the opposite or warmer half. Thus, there is a difference in the time course of depolarization and repolarization such that the net electrical effect of this difference is not zero. The net sum of the areas enclosed by the depolarization wave, IR, and repolarization wave, T, is positive. Thus, a "ventricular" gradient for the cell exists in this instance, and the gradient is represented by the mean vector quantity, G (fig. 3c ). The vector is directed from the area of greatest mean duration of the excited state to the area of least mean duration. The magnitude of the vector, expressed in microvolt-seconds (gvs), is an expression of both the mean magnitude of the difference in duration of the excitel state for the cell and the magnitude of the net electrical effects produced by the difference in the time course of the processes of depolarization and rcpolarization. Previous publications1-6 may be consulted for a more detailed presentation of the concept of the ventricular gradient.
The Human Heart. The heart is a syncytium of striated muscle and is not made up of discrete or distinct cells. Furthermore, the ventricle is activated not from a single point but from different points at different times. Likewise the heart is not a closed sphere but essentially two irregular hemispheres, auricles and ventricles. These three differences produce complexities not inherent in the hypothetic cell discussed earlier. Furthermore, when the ventricular gradient is c(alculated from the human -+
electrocardiogram, at least the following three assumptions are made: 1. The magnitudes of the resting potential across the muscle membranes are equal throughout the myocardium.
2. The degrees of depolarization or reversal of dipoles during the accession wave are equal throughout the myocardium.
3. The rates of depolarization are equal throughout the myocardium.
It is extremely unlikely that these assumptions hold at all times, especially in the presence of cardiac disease. Should they not hold, they will be responsible for net electrical effects as calculated by the method introduced by Wilson and his associates for determination of the ventricular gradient. These net electrical effects are not due to differences in the time course of the processes of depolarization and repolarization and, therefore, should not be included in calculations of the ventricular gradient. However, because of the more or less arbitrary nature of the calculations and of possible failure to satisfy the three assumptions, measurements of the ventricular gradient are limited in accuracy. For example, errors would exist whenever currents of injury are present. Nevertheless, in spite of these errors and our limited knowledge and technics for measuring such errors, much can be learned about electrical events in the heart from a study of the ventricular gradient. Therefore, it is advisable to continue with these discussions and studies of the gradient.
The human heart may be considered to be made of many small local areas of muscle each of which has its own gradient. These areas may be of variable size. Each local area may be compared with the hypothetic cell described previously. For example, the septum of the heart is apparently depolarized first on its left, superior and posterior portion ( fig. 4a ), most probably because the left bundle divides earlier and delivers a stimulus there first. Likewise, the septum will probably repolarize first or at least before the conus area or the posterior aspect of the free wall of the left ventricle ( fig.  4c ) which is usually depolarized last. Therefore, the septal portion will manifest its local gradient before the localized portion of the posterior part of the free wall of the left ventricle does. The area of the heart niear the septum and apex will probably manifest its local gradient sometime between the local sites in figures 4a and 4c. Thus, one can consider that there are local gradients for portions of the septum, apex and free wall of the left ventricle as well as gradients for many other areas. Certain areas will manifest their gradients simultaneously; whereas, others will manifest theirs at different times during the electrical cycle of the heart. Thus, there are m ean ventricular gradients which exist from instant to instant. These may be termed mean instantaneous ventricular gradients. The mean instantaneous ventricular gradient vectors may be compared, for purposes of orientation, with the mean instantaneous vectors of the process of depolarization or of repolarization. Disease processes within the heart will vary the order of activation of local areas of muscle and, therefore, the resultant mean instantaneous gradients.
The mean instantaneous ventricular gradients are spatial vectors. They indicate how the spatially oriented net electrical effects due to differences in the time course of the processes of depolarization and repolarization varied from site to site in the three-dimensional myocardium. Up to the present, no attempt has been made to study the variations in the mean instantaneous ventricular gradient. Only the algebraic sum of these, the mean ventricular gradient, G, has been studied. I)espite the existing limitations in knowledge and technics, an attempt has been made in the remainder of this paper to present the results of efforts to study the variations of the "mean instantaneous spatial ventricular gradient." THE SPATIAL VECTORCARDIOGRAM OF THE VENTRICULAR GRADIENT, TIHE cG sf-LOOP Attempts were made to construct the spatial loop of the ventricular gradient, (G sf-loop), using selected electrocardiograms and vectorcardiograms. The limitations in accuracy and application of the methods are obvious. Some of these will be indicated. Two types of electrocardiograms and vectorcardiograms were employed.
1. Selected Tracings without T Complexes. If one accepts the method introduced by Wilson and associates for calculating the mean spatial ventricular gradient from sAQRs and sAT (1), then sCG = SAQRS whenever sAi is zero, or sG = sAT whenever sAQs is zero. In such cases the G sE-loop has the same configuration as the QRS or T sE-loop, respectively. The latter type of electrocardiograms is extremely rare. However, electrocardiograms in which the T wave is, for practical purposes, isoelectric in the three standard limb leads are not unusual.
In such cases the projections of s(; and of sAoQRs on the frontal plane of the body are identical. Occasionally electrocardiograms are encountered in which the T waves are for practical purposes isoelectric in the precordial leads as well. Ulnder these circumstances the G sf-loop has the same spatial configuration as the QRS sE-loop. Figure 5 shows the latter type of electrocardiogram. When T waves are absent in the standard leads but present in the precordial leads, sAT is projected either perpendicularly away from or toward the frontal plane.
If a spatial vectorcardiogram is obtained in which the spatial loop of the T is zero or essentially zero so that it could be ignored, then the spatial loop of the QRS and the spatial loop of the ventricular gradient are essentially the same. Such a spatial vectorcardiogram is shown figure 6 for a patient with severe left veiltricular hypertrophy in which the T wave was small in magnitude. Such spatial vectorcardiograms are rarely, if ever, encountered in normal man. They are more often observed in patients with left ventricular hypertrophy. The loop of the gradient is essentially the same in configuration in this instance as the QRS sf1loop ( fig. 6 ).
In time, the loop of the gradient begins at some time after the beginning of depolarization and at the beginning of repolarization and ends when repolarization is completed. The duration of the loop of the gradient is equal to the duration of repolarization. For this reason the time lines shown in the QRS sf1-loop of the vectorcardiogram have no significance when this loop is considered to be the G sf1-loop.
Selected Tracings in which Both QRIS and
T Are Present. It is obvious that this method is limited in its accuracy because of lack of detailed knowledge of the time course of depolarization and repolarization of any heart, and especially that of man with cardiac disease. Because some information, though limited, does exist for the normal heart, this method was applied to 10 normal subjects with type 1 type 2 spatial vectorcardiograms.7
In this case we have assumed that the local areas of the myocardium that are depolarized first are also repolarized first. Even though in general this appears likely, it must be emphasized that it is purely an assumption with no experimental justification. The first portions of the QRS sf1-loop and the first portions of the T sf1-loop are assumed to be derived from essentially the same local segments of myocardium, and the later portions of each loop are produced by accession and regression within the same areas. This is an assumption subject to considerable possibility of error, but it is employed herein as an approach for determining the new instantaneous ventricular gradients and the resultant sfe-loops. Therefore, a spatial loop of the gradient was calculated by vectorially adding mean instantaneous spatial vectors of the respective loops selected in proper sequence.
After the mean instantalneous spatial vectors of the QRS and T sE-loops were selected, they were, with limited justification, added in the following manners: (A) With consideration being given only to the magnitude of the QRS and T vectors in millivolts and (B) with consideration of the vectors in microvolt-seconds.
A. Figure 7 figure 7 and in part b by the method shown in figure 10 . These are photographs of wire models, the respective pairs of which will stereoscope if held at a proper distance (approximately 10 inches) from the eyes. Numbers la and b were from a subject with a type 1 pattern. Numbers 2a and b were from a type 2 pattern. In this illustration and in figure 9 the QRS sE-loops are the white loops, the G sE-loops are the large black loops and the T sE-loops are the smaller black loops. The attached arrow heads indicate the direction of rotation of the loops. This represented the duration of the efferent limb of the T sf-loop and the ascending limb of the T wave. The number of 0.02-second intervals for the ascending limb of the T wave was counted. Then the efferent limb of the T sf1-loop was divided into that number of segments of equal length. The duration of the descending limb of the T wave of the electrocardiogram was then measured, and the number of 0.02-second intervals was counted for this limb. The afferent limb of the T sf-loop was divided into that number of segments of equal length. The total number of unit divisions obtained for the T sf1-loop was recorded. The QRS sf1-loop was then divided into the same number of time intervals of equal duration as there were total divisions made for the T sfloop. The interrupted time lines in the trace of the QRS sf1-loop were employed as a guide for proper time-distribution of the divisions in the QRS sf-loop, since the cathode ray spot moved at varying speeds during the recording of the traces. Consult figure 7 for the distribution of the time intervals. Mean instantaneous vectors were then drawn from the isopotential point to the respective intervals marked on the re-spective QRS and T sE-loops. When this was completed, the respective mean instantaneous vector quantities of the QRS sf-loop and T sf1-loop were added vectorially in sequence, the resultant of each addition being considered the "mean instantaneous spatial ventricular gradient." The termini of the mean instantaneous gradients were connected sequentially to complete the trace of the "spatial loop" of the ventricular gradient. Figure 8a shows two normal "G sf1-loops" calculated by this method. Several "G slf-loops" were calculated by this method for subjects with cardiac disease; three are shown in figure 9a .
The records were selected carefully so as to make the analysis as simple as possible. Vectorcardiograms were selected which had relatively little halo at the isopotential point and in which the interruptions (600 per second) on the trace were particularly good and usually readily discernible even near the isopotential point. Furthermore, the T sf1-loops were such that the maximal mean instantaneous vector corresponded satisfactorily with the point of maximal amplitude of the T waves in the electrocardiogram. In the case of subjects with cardiac a b FIG. 9. Two spatial vectorcardiograms (1 and 2) of subjects with left ventricular hypertrophy and one (3) of a subject with right bundle branch block with "G sE-loops" calculated in part a by the method shown in figure 7 and in part b by the method shown in figure 10 . disease, tracings were selected in which the T st-loops were particularly small or negligible compared with the magnitude of the vectors forming the QRS sf-loop. In fact, in some cases the T se-loop could be ignored, and the G sfloop calculated in this fashion was, for all practical purposes, the same as the QRS se-loop ( fig. 9a ).
It is evident that the analyses conducted in this fashion fail to result in "gradient quantities" of the same unit value as those described by Wilson and his associates. The loops derived by this arbitrary method could be made to include a representation of time by varying the density of the line outlining the G se-loop in proportion to the variations in duration of the respective portions of the QRS and T sE-loops from which the gradient sEI-loop was derived.
B. Because the gradient as defined by Wilson is obtained from the areas enclosed by the re-spective complexes of the electrocardiogram, a "vectorcardiogram" of the gradient which has a closer relationship to that definition was derived from quantities which include voltage variations with time (microvolt-seconds). This method of derivation, shown in figure 10, was the same as outlined in the preceding section for method A except that the magnitude of each mean instantaneous vector was modified by an appropriate time factor to convert it to microvolt-seconds. For example, in figure loops expressed ill microvolt-seconds were then added vectorially to obtain a series of mean instantaneous vectors of the "gradient." Their termini were connected to produce a G sE-loop. Examples are shown as companion illustrations (b-parts) of figures 8 and 9.
DISCUSSION
It is probable that the G sE-loops derived in this study are only approximations of the true moment-to-moment variations of the spatial orientation of the ventricular gradient. It is not possible with existing knowledge and techniques to record correctly the time-course of the spatial variations in the ventricular gradient. It is evident, however, that the mean ventricular gradient, as usually determined, fails to depict the details of spatial changes of the gradient during the electrical cycle of the heart beat. Should more detailed recording of G sf1-loops become possible it would probably provide important information.
It is also evident that the method of determining the gradient described by Wilson and associates requires that all depolarization and repolarization be completed before the calcu-lation( c(al be applied. This provides the mean gradient for the entire myocardium. Until local areas of the myocardium canl be studied adequately, the G sf-loop will offer little assistance in understanding the electrical events of the heart beat. The concept of the ventricular gradient presented by Wilson and associates applied to the ventricular muscle as a whole. However, this concept of the gradient could be applied to local areas in the myocardium. These may be termed local gradients. The over-all gradient of any mass of muscle with local gradients may be termed the generalized gradient. Then there are the over-all mean ventricular gradient, which has been considered previously, and the mean instantaneous ventricular gradient, a concept of which has been developed in this paper. There are the spatial gradient, mean or mean instantaneous, and the various plane projections of the spatial gradient vectors with all of which this paper is concerned. Finally, there is the loop of the gradient, spatial (C sf-loop) or various plane projections (G f-loop). Other classifications are possible but will not be presented in detail here. Just as these concepts apply to the ventricular gradient, so they may apply as well to the auricular gradient, for, like the ventricular musculature, the auricular musculature has gradients. SUMMARY A concept of the spatial vectorcardiogram of the ventricular gradient is discussed. Spatial loops of the gradient (G sf-loops) have been calculated by two methods. The limitations of this and other concepts of the gradient and the errors in calculations are discussed. The importance of extending the concept of the ventricular gradient to include local and general gradients as well as mean and mean instantaneous gradients for the myocardium of the ventricles is indicated. It is also pointed out that the same concepts apply to the myocardium of the aurides.
SUMARIO ESPANOL
El concepto de la pendiente ventricular como una cantidad que varia con el tiempo durante el ciclo cardiaco se presenta. Algunos de los metodos para derivar los valores del "promedio instantaneo de la pendiente ventricular" y de estos el "vectorcardiograma de la pendiente" se esbozan. No obstante defectos obvios en estas t6cnicas, algunos de los resultados de las aplicaciones de estos metodos se informan.
